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Surveys carried out over the past five years by the Thomas
Comm a Research Untt into the use of signing and symbols in
schools for children who are mentally handicapped throughout the
1.3C. have noun that the Makaton Vocabulary is extensively used.

THE USE OF THE MAXATOM VOCABULARY

Fr4.m. Signs and Symbols, Thomas Coram Research Unit Surveys,
197M, 1979, 198, 1982 by Jones, Reid and Kiernan

RESULTS PCR ESN(S) SCHOOLS

1978 1979 1980 1982

70.3% 81.2% 91.2% 05.0%

27.0% 16.0% 4.8% 3.7%

0.3%
1.8% 4.0% 2.4% 1.3%

1.3%

330 457

53.1% 90.9% 80.5% 98.9%
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S iming signing system

crstntries in survey

Obv tousl y, these results only cover the special schools'
pripulat ton and therefore do not include any loft rmation on the

further widespread use of the Ilakaton Vocabulary in hospitals,
1ikr, eg Turner Village; Adult Training Centres; Pre-School Units
and in the actual homes of children and adulta who are mentally
handicapp ed. Since 1978, thirty thousand people including
parents and workers from the caring, teaching and. therapeutic
professions in mental handicap have attended Makaton Vocabulary
Workshops and Training Courses.
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Ilakaton is also being used abroad. it has been Used since
1978 in New South Wales, Australia and interest is now growing
across that continent. In 1982 the Makatun Vocabulary New
la-Aland amoire.- tlentre vou, estahliatied and Makatea' is steadily
being Introduced throughout that country. There is also keen
interest in the scheme from the United States. Hcing K i n ig gith
Africa. liPlgium, Norvray and Holland.

9hy has this happened')

What does nakaton offer mentally handicapped children and
adults, their !anthem, teachers and caregtvers?

Why has a simple piece of clinical work devised by I ti
ritithow of this paper over ten years ago when sia war. arca-kin), H. II
tipeeh Therapist in a large Surrey Hospital for tile ments I Iv
handicapped. been pai widely accepted and usi4r7

It is take a closer Its* at some of the issues involved -

!Apt us look first at the communication and language
development problems of children and adults who tore mentally
handicapped. and then let us corasider the diffirultis that these
present for their parents, and to their teachers, mile-evil
therapists and caregivers who wish to help them to achieve a
quality of life which is appropriate, even if the person is
extremely limited in ability. To help achieve this, ROMP moans
of two way communication whether it be by es; tcsicsh, gesture,
igns, symbols or speech, is essential. It is well known that

children and adults whs., are described as being mentally
handicapped present a wide variety of communication difficulties
and language development problems. These vary from individual tic
individual, in severity and complexity and each pere -arn presnts
unique iuntiinatinn.

It is iammitile though to identify, common areas of learning
difficulty which affect communication and language development
and are well known to most of us. We know, that all learning
processes will tap affected - if there is a reduction in general
awareness and if r perceptual abilities are impaired. This
will also apply, if memory is limited and if there is a
restriction in the amount of information that can he retained.

pnath.w... will rint (oily Imp's'. I tat ;sap: Nit will delay
arm! impede the develoivnent of other abitit 1114 (*.pendent of tialn.
For exaniple, the ability to make and form associations and to
interpret relationships between people, oject_s and events will
te impaired, as will the' ability to store the experiences we
have, to classify them, and retrieve them to expand on later

pri I o.sietst

If these learning problems are applied to the early stages
,,f the development of communication and language then the
di tfictilties we esaxiunter are understandable. aUr understanding
as teen further increased hi the information gained in the late

197UN and more recently, from Psycholinguistic Studious of very



early mother-infant communication. These are providing
information to describe an activity that hen always existed
between the mother and infant tut was not Studied in such detail
before. Mew studies are shoeing that from birth the infant and
mother are constantly engagiag in two way, turn taking,
rec proca I behaviour involving the most basic firms of human
communication, eg through touch, pointing and gesture; vocal
phy, lertiularly the Ut of intonation, stress, and pauses and
speech; eye contact and the use of gage. This is the starting
point of communication and language development. It has been
shown t h, a t Iwo way prevent; where each player, to the mother
and spirant !olds the other, In order to reinforoe and stimulnt.
To begin with, the interaction is entirely wrapped around the
mother and infant and the simple routines of caring for a young
tahy, then gradually ae the baby matures, the mother invites and
encouragm the child to widen his experience to accomccas their
shared env i ronment. The mother interacts with the child about
theee new experiences, describing them, repeating and reinforcing
them. nuring this time the mother uses non-verbal and verbal
oganmuntration which she adapts to match the child's level of
undr%tanding and then expands it sensitively to develop her
baby's *Misty. ?Nee. skills that mothers inherently have, have
timer,. km ,Ern as rootherese"

If we relate these studies to the development of
eommuntration to children and adults who are mentally
hiinclicapped, we realise that the possible implications are
rtlinsicherable and far reaching. The acknowledged learning
ti Ifical ties which I described earlier, eg reduced general
iswetrsssr. and !lereption, restricted memory and retention
ahitity, together with delayed maturation of physical milestones,
eg sitting, walking, etc have a detrimental effect on the mother -
infant interaction, related to the infants degree of hardicap.
Already there are euggestions that if the mentally handicapped
chilli's interaction with the mother is impaired, then the
nsithr's, jilr can egivers), own natural patterns of consmunicative
hhavitHir within the interaction may alter when she is not

rintorred appropriately by the child. Not only then dues the
mentally handicapped person's communication and language
(le..elopment suffer, but the essential two way communicative
interaction lvtoreen mother (cargiver) and child is also at risk

I! teal; ngtram 19143).

So far I have only referred to the development of
cAinmunication in the young mentally handicapped child, but the
poseihle effects of the lack of or the reduction in experience of
this early cxwamunicative interaction halt equal significance for
the older child and adult who is mentally handicapped.

ligew do parents, caresilvers and profisealuaiii workers attempt
to rem t4 're what any have been lost, or how do they compensate for
what may have heel an incomplete experience? is it possible to
identify exactly where and what went wrong and when? Do the
eur.-ent assessment procedures provide adequate detail to indicate
what is needed? And are the interpretations being made about
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this descriptive data and exploratory research intotmither-infant
communication sufficiently reliable to be the basis for methods
of remediation?

For ORP moment 1 would like you to think of !mime of the
children and adults in your carp or training. Remidents in large
hospitals for people who are mentally handicapped, like those 11
TUrner Village Hospital. children and adults like tiaxse who viol:.
Project Morison, children in eiaimunity schools, adults in MPUS,
children and adults living at home. If you think about it then
you will agree that their very early oimmunication exp-rien, by
haulm of their handicare and vircutivitances, mist eetinnly have
been impaired.

When 1 began work on the Makaton VoithOlminf In theomrly
1970s, I obviously did nut have access to these studies on
rother-infant interaction, since the information did not exist
then, but many of the factors emerging now as important
Influences in the development of cxamounicatinn and language from
Usage studies, seem to me to be within the design of the Makaton
Vocabulary language rwegnunme, and the nombinatliin of signs and
speech taught within the structure of the Ilakatnn Vocabulary
appears to he unique.

Vorabulary (Appendix 1)

The Makattin Vocabulary is a language programme ivileprisittat
sprvine, developmental vocabulary which was designed to provide
a ountrolld method of Use-thing apprimimately throe hundred and
fifty signs from British Sign language with speech, to mentally
handicapped children and adults who have little or no speech and
other language handicapped people in order to provide a basic
means of Lommunication; to encourage eapressive speech wherever
possible and to develop understanding of language through the
visual medium of the signs and the logical structure of the sign
language (Walker 1975).

It was not part of a large scale research project, but
resulted from a response to a clinical need in a working
envirmment. The original vnrahulary was devised in 1972, as a
project to teach sign language to deaf mentally handicapped
adults Walker 1977i. It was n4/1.0mi in 197i4, tip meet Vie weds
of mentally handicapped children living in the iNmenunity as
and it is this version Mach is currently in use.

The Structure of the Winton Vocabulary

When I was ceintemplating the ww' of signing with eptsii to
encourage communication in mentally handicapped people, I was
recited by what looked like a pessible breakthrough with the 1110'
of the signs, but I felt strongly that the pilule and speech
should be' introduced in an organised manner, and that a
structured vocabulary was the posidble answer. Mothers of young
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%la Wren, altheuiPi they intrudum vocabulary that is specific and
awaningful for their own family and the individual child, still
eiiprees basic needs and early communication within a fairly
restricted narrow vocabulary (Armfie Id 19112). Itc I decided
deliberatuiy to devise a limited restricted vocabulary.

Points that Influenced its Design

1 It should be a 'core' vocabulary of heavy duty words, simple
to team and beet. for early eismuneuititin.

2 it should be deliberately limited in size to keep memory
losding and retention light.

lords /signs chosen should wherever possible be multi-
functional and staiuld et debt me together, tio that phrases cad small
sentences could be formed from words used earlier as single
words, again mehicieg memory la dolt.

4 The vocabulary should be presented in a developmental
spince, tha. easy concAptis are presented first and more
difficult tines later. This would enable a handicapped person to
work through the vocabulary as far as their ability allowed them.

Recently it has been suggested that mentally handicapped
chi Idren's language acquisition does not follow normal
development. In view of their Impaired early communicative
interaction Nelda it mit be that these otee.nrattonal studies are
shoving fforts of this and that nsediation should adhere to
normst dev.eherlilt to proVide a goal?

5 The two-way functional communication process was built
imelseitly into the scheme, so that each stage contained
vo not only for the handicapped person but reciprocal and
facilitating signs/words for their partner(s) to use to permit a
two way communieation activity to develop and be enjoyed. eg
what', where? yes? no? This was essential, since no one
coalmine-awe alone.

Recently peycholinguistic theory has been applied to the
design of the Makaton Vocabulary Language Programme (Arm field
19142) and the vocabulary is shown to contain almost all the
priyetkilinguistie features of early mother-infant interactian.

A Another mss e' for using a defined 'core' vocabulary was to
pri,v;O 4 framowork against which targets could be set and

cid he ehartvd.

7 ikinsideraticai of individual personal needs is allowed for by
ahle to introduce additional essential vocabulary into any

appropriate wage of the vocabulary and by being able to enclose
within acti titage thy sequence of signs to be introduced or
'aught within thet stage. The signs do not have to be taught
strlight through down the list for each stage as printed, and
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stifle/lords not appropriate or outside a person's experience,et 'nurse and doctor' for x child tying at hoe and attendingeleaunity ;whore may br emitted.

Whilst it 'sky seen more appropriate to deraign a vec.abularyaround a handicapped person's own pommel rommunicetien nerds toincrease martivation, it is difficult to do this in practice. Therisk of inconsistent use and the difficulty in managing toreeentber individual differences fur wormers caring for groups ofhandicapped maple, when individual vecabular ten are wed outsidea one to one or narrow environment is very great. It may bebetter to accept a small compromise and offer a standard 'etare.vocabulary ehach suits more general needs of 4 group and whichcan he more generally learnt
and consistently used.

Teaching kkthode

Specif is teaching approaches are recommended and thevocabulary stages of signs/sone; should be taught in:
a structured formal manner to handicapped people sothat they will be able to gain 'maximum comprehenisonand ericuarageseet to we the sign/lords in functionalcvanaimication and then signs taught must be used in:

2 an informal meaner to generalise use
Each stage should be taught in sequence and adherence to the'vocabulary within stag's is recummended with the ext%Ttion of theintroduction of additterial vorabulary Maw.

Running parallel with the teaching of single vocabularyitem; ahould be the opportunity for the childjadult to experiencethe use of the setae signs that they have learnt as single Itemsin small meaningful phrases and sentences. This vocabularyexpansion into other language forms is taught and encouraged,right from stage one the simple beginnings of the vocabulary.
The Project's Training Committee and Regional

Representative; network is continually monitoring, refining andreseaching with different teaching approscham to suit Individualand group needs. Natalie of these are available by attendingliiinaGsn Vocabulary Workshops and Training Orurneva.

Mena lewd

la pspillit Is the cut tural language of the deaf communityand it should 6e regarded as a full language with its owngrammar, syntax and dialects; as we regard, eg French or Ruselanas unique languages. It does not follow spoken word order, sinceit is not a translatinn of spaken language but a langpage in itsown right. Sign Language was not devised by anyone; it evolvedthreugh sign use by the thief themeelves over centuries. in the
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same way am spoken language has throUlth UMW.

Prelingually t people all over the world will use Sign
gnguage su there is all Arms; Sign language (t1.41.); American
Sign language French Sign language (FSL); etc. Cultural
differences tax-ur between Imuntries, but the underlying structure
is similar.

Facial eapressiun, apprepriate to holy 1..angusge, gesture and
mime also feature a great deal with Sign language and are an
eve -octal tart of the ccsamunicatilm. There are not strict rube;
es regards the preeise performance of the signs, eg the actual
site of the sign or the distance from the body. These details
area dictated by the needs of the message to he conveyed. Th i s
flexibility Ise great advantage for handicapped people. Alec
the ideographic nature of many of the signs conveys meanings
easily.

steins English is a systematised attempt by hearing and
deaf p.,,ple to provide a linguistic signing equivalent to noken
language. Sometimes signs are combined with finger spelling and
speech and in some. :Tinned English teaching programmes, the
otdective is to be able to provide a sign vocabulary representing
all the components of spnken langn4M.

The Itakaton Vocabulag assume a midway position. It uses
key signs from the Sign language of the Deaf and utilises acme of
the performance features, eg facial expression, body language.
%use of placement, directionality, etc. It presents these key
signs in spoken word order so that it provides a Signed English
frameeirk. Thus if a handicapped perm is successful on Makaton
lend ,,,ntinties by have a high drPndene on signing he/she can
trogress to a fuller Signed English programme. The tendency to
favour Signed Fast ish rather that a British Sign language
f ram. irk was no ref l ec t g en on one be nit more superior ter the
other, hot because the objective of a liakaton Vocabulary
programme is to encourage sprach and therefore signs presented in
,okn wemrd order seem more appropriate.

Throughout the UK the south east/London dialect is used with
the system. It was necessary to standardise the dialect to
reduce coransion for the intellectually handicapped people using
the' hom.

The Its*, of the likkaton Vocabulary (Walker and Anufirld 1981)

Ttw Prie Revised liakaton if.iahulary is now in use with:

I Mentally handicapped deaf and non-deaf children and adults
who, tow, little or nor expressive speech and poor remprehension.
*Mutton may be used acres the entire age and intellectual range.
tiesears-h is now showing the effective use of itakaton with young
Down's babies (le Prevost 19113)
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2 Wren and adults who are both mentally and physically
'undimmed

3 Those considered to he autistic

4 Some young deaf children in the ordinary range of
intelligence

5 Children with severe articulation or speech rhythm prOhleme
who need a temporary alternative

Oertain normal adults with anquiredixsamunication prikilents

Moe reently Makaton has turn reprted to be of value With temp
more handicapped onnips:

7 Blind and partial sighted children and adults

8 With psychiatric can where language and oamnuniclition is
impaired

Experience has shown that in addition to the development of
roncepts and language other post t tvr risul is can occur. These
are rsin-fed to he increased:

- eye contact

- attention

- sociability

- vocalisation, and

- expressive speech.

A marked reduction in inappropriate behaviour is also repined.
For those with severe communication impairments, signing can
stimulate rather than interfere with language development. Itss
positive side, effects fall into a pattern that cannot be easily
explained but do raise questions about the use of attrnttnn
focussing devices as they relate to concept development and the
contnbutinn that a cxxssunication priority system such as Nakatnn
tuldi make to general languege development.

Those who teach and use the system include speech
therapists, teachers, occupational therapists, psychologists.
parents. Instructors, and social and /or hospital staff. They are

provided with training in One Day Workshops.

The Winton Vocatulary Development Project (WVDP) (Appendix 2)

Like the Nakion Vocabulary itself the MVDP grew from a
need. In this case the need to support and offer a service to
hest meets, and workers using the Balaton Vocabulary with children
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and adults Oat am handicapped.

it is a non-profit waking ordanisuition, which has very
recently tteecuMe Clarity. It has always operated on slender
f inaniial spans with a tremendous voluntary orintribution being
made by Ha- Project Co-Ordiniozw, Training and Research osimittee
setrit, and negional Representatives. Through the NVDP 0

trk.diriNi. Training nineteen, lectures, related publications and
teaching tastertal am provided.

The Training thminit tee and Regional Representatives network
are continuously littflitoring current training methods and new
idesis and approaches. There ars three signing advisors on the
Tr*intnit timmitteet. shit we refttilarly with the deaf nommunity.
Tlivir role is advise ern the use and meintrnance of signing
standards tit the Regional Representative's and wilt.`- the MYUP
Training ileurses. The Research tlimmittee also *eta in a
Monitoring capacity. Arising from the need to keep the SYDP
Regional Representattves, who are all practitioners, in touch
art tri resenrch, has been the production, since 1980, of the SYDP
Kisalir,ft Information Servive. This provides practitioners with
4vtai1ed information, which is continuously updated, of all
related research pruects. A summary of each paper, indicating
elinial and educational application is given. Thia Service is
issivd as a publication to anyone wishing to purchase it from the

tiorent and future proects involve:

- an evaluatitm of the UAW of symbols with Makiston;

- an investigation into the value and use of the
nak.ston Vocabulary as an aid to teetiiing reading;

an #Vititiatittfl t,t urrent asto.seannt priceduress and
fetter r dippropriatt-ness t,, non-slassii sYste-Ihn,

- the ..statIlishment of a data hank to collect
rtt, Irma? v is the Regional Repremntativra network

lilt.) the language aimuisitin of handicappsd people and
tne most effective, tiviching methods:

- establishment of national rarnt grourti
t,t 5ta(eetnteI Ilestreseri t a t ve). to prow iite exchanged of

tittsti hoetts.

The aildre-ss s.

MAKAPIN ViAIIVIANY
11 tiro e Et tor iMata-rley , tiurrey

tainta-Tle.y 61X10
fl S.Vr.,tary Parntxirough (0252) 51360T

10
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Summary - What Makes daimon so Effective? (Walker and
1081)

Sore observations on the lb listen system can be made:

liakatom app sars to he the only alternative communication
system which has twee divided info 'developmental stagers. Other
leak* uns have been studied and/or prepared, but ltakaton provides
set of Ieaicona organised in stages which are increasingly

wimples.

2 The vecabulary provides' a guide for even the most
esperiencen language development toleher sir therapist - me well
se for those new to vocabulary dvlepmnt - to dew idinV 151
priorities in developing communication and it else offern a guide
to planning and measuring progress. The stages suggest a
realistic and economic limit an vocabulary instruction attempted
in a sequence for diildren with very limited abilities, while the
frreclom of choice within the stages allows for as much creative
judgment as the instrUctor wishes.

3 Ile range of vucabulary has been (*mildly chisel' Nu that as
the concept** are learned they can Ile used to connect and comhin
into two or three fiords sentences and longer. This design
feature is present from the earliest stage and throughout the
entire vocabulary.

4 A source of frustration for many who wish to explore sign
lanterns* as an alternative means of cemmunicatien is that initial
training empires weeks of study before an adequate vocabulary is
acquired. This is not no with the illakatan Ikeabulary be ruse the
graded stages nevelt comanunication to leggin imandiately at the
most basic level.

5 It is potential guide for using alternative communication
systems other than KM for persons with severe communication
impairment. *idiot, picture and other alternative conatuniratien
systems usually rely solely on the judgement of the
teacher/therapist for selection of the vocabulary to hi- taught.
Makaten PrOvid14 a guide for seleeting voeabulary - especially
initial vocabulary.

Hcause the system is widely used throughout the United
Kingdom, it offers an eaceptional opportunity for collecting data
on the language darrelopnent of persons with severe communication
impairment. Eatenstee data gathering could provide information
pertinent to learning more at the teaching and aoluisition of
normal language development.

Pinally, the growth of the Ilakaton Vocabulary has teen very
rapid and we have in this eountry now a intuitive when clinical
practice has raced ahead of research practice. It is therefore
not surprising that there should be some criticism. It would be
unhealthy had there not hem any.

11
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V.. must twit realistically at this current position.
PrectItlonres. .qt teachers, speech therapists, nurses, and
parents, are intensely swam that time and early intervention are
ref the greatest inertaane to try to improve the quality of life
for children and adults who are mentally handicapped and with
*Nos they are closely involved. They cannot therefore easily
swept that they must wait for substantial and detailed research
tie he. eompleted. Also the detail and quality of research data
rorquirsd hoe not been started yet and would Imola, the MAIMS
or financial and emureestonal resources.

Could 1 trwralorp make an appeal for a closer working
reielorwhip trivama Itemearrhers and Practitioners, and a inflater
mutual respect for the ountritution that each may °Ler the other
and ultimately the handicapped child or adult.
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/IM MIX 1
11e Makatnn Vocabulary

STAGE (NE STAGE WO STAGE '116tEE

MUmpy (Mother) Man Sweets
Daddy (Father) Lady Cigarettes
Brother Boy Apple
Sister Gi., Orange
Nurse Baby (Doll) Banana
Doctor

Bread Fish
Drink (Cup) Butter Rabbit
Biscuit Egg Horse
Dinner Wilk Chow

Tea Pig
Toilet Sugar Sheep
Bed Cake Butterfly
Chair Jam
Table Ice-cream Boat
Hixise (Home ) Train
Car (Bus) Door Aeroplane

Window
I (Me) Fire (Heating)
Yciu TV To a 'e

Lamp (Light) TO
WherO Telephone To i

Mbar' To A ck
DDg To dig

Mere (B t To ride (Horse)
Bird To jump

To sleep ,ded) To climb
To (mink (C141) Tree To swim
To eat (Food) Flower To fall
To look (See) To shave
To stand-up Knife (Cut) To brush hair
To it Fork To brush teeth
To wash Spoon
To bath Plate Big
To go Small
To (!onie Book
To give Teddy Lure

Bricks
Good (OK) (Hello) Ball Up
Bad (Naughty) Down

And
Yes My (mine)
Sri Hot Your (Yours)

Cold
Please (Thank you) Sorry

Clean
(;car d morntrg Dirty Now
(;cxxlt7Y0.

13
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STAGE WITH

Teacher Priest Country

Boss Milkman Town

Friend Postman Sea

Children POliCaMan Cinema

Fireman
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STAGE Fly! STAGE SIX

Nam
Church

School Shop (blaze'

Work Road Red

Outside Garden Blue

Cupboard Fire (Blaze) Green (Grass)

Past-box Yellow

Pen (Pencil) Black

Paper Money White

Scissors (Qt) Bag (CarrY) Brown

PiCtUnt letter (Stamp) Orange

Sand Time (Watch)
To beginWater

Thread (String) To carry To finish

Paint To throw To bring

Key To catch IV ask

Hox To stop Tb speak
nTo help To liste

Toput To like TO be able

To make/do Ta stint (can)
To forget

To sew To quarrel

To To growo cook
To sing Wick
To play Slow Same

To luKAO BmPPY (Pleased) Different

To think Sad (Miserable)

To k Difficult (Hard) Hew

To r
woreAui

Llsy (Soft) Old

To write (Draw)
To paint Strong Beautiful

To teach HeavyTo
To build Clever Nice

To break AngrY
gh

Kind

Fritened

Rol Way

We 040
They (Thnn)

In

Under

Ours

To be patient Theirs

Mistake
Trouble (Matter) Another

Hut

14

With

Who?
Which?
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STAGE SEV111

Numbers 1-10

How much?
How many?
How old?

Many (A lot)
some (Few)

Time (Hour)
To-day
To-morrow
Yest:Irday
Neat week
Next year
Last week
Last year
Long tine ago
Saturday
Sunday
Night
Day

Then?

Always
Again
Late
Early

Before
After

Wages

To buy
To save

Sun
Rain
Wind

Snow
Stars
Moon
Sky

Careful
Expensive (Pain)

STAGE ELM`

lb choose
To win
To dance
To find
To understand
'lb remember

Birthday
Christswe

Party
Parcel
Bel] moss

Photograph
Camera
Mirror
Hadic
Newspaper

Sandwich
Beer
Sausages
West
Potato
Bacon
Cheese
Coffee
Tomato

First
Last
Next

OVer
Through
Near (Close)
Between

Lucky
Hungry
Thirsty
Worried

Really (True)

Thy?
Because
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STAGE NINE: Jammu. VOCABULARY

Handicap ific

baf *thane
Dumb Tablet

Blind Injection

Operation
Sick
Ill
Pain
Dead
Hearing aid
Spectacles
Wheelchair
Ham are you?

People
Soldier
Sailor
King

Weep
Farmer
People
God (suggest, sign Jesus)

Parts of the 2pqx
Mixwd

Neaps:
For family or close acquaintance, often the initial letter of
the name is finger spelt, or some noticeable feature, eg
little boy - spectacles is signed.

Rooms:
No specific signs for rooms. eg classroom, bathroom. but the
deaf sign the verb eg to bath conveys bathroom, to cook
conveys kitchen, for classroom suggest school.

1t
t
4
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